
REAL-SOUND NETWORK PLAYER
RMP-X3D   

 The RMP-X3DEX network player allows you to enjoy the resonance and 
atmosphere that is so typical of high-resolution audio sources. Software updates 
over a LAN ensure the RMP-X1 is always updated with the latest functionality and 
performance, making it the “ultimate network player.”  Enjoy lingering reverb, 
beautiful tone, and the delicate emotion that supports it all.

X3DEX utilizes a natural wood lower surface for exquisite reverberation. The underbase is constructed of the same European 
spruce used to craft violins and cellos, providing natural attenuation of unnecessary chassis vibration and resulting in rich 
sound reproduction. Additionally, the insulator features machined rounds of maple solid wood from Hokkaido, which is also 
utilized in piano keyboards, producing a richly nuanced, expressive, natural reverberation and delivering a “SPEC sound”.

The underbase and insulator deliver a natural reverb

The analog power supply is equipped with “Hibiki-ichi” a newly developed 
electrolytic capacitor from Nichikon, and provides a transparent resonance 
and relaxed yet refined tone with an ethereal delivery. The oboe is an 
instrument that produces a sound with an extremely complex waveform. 
We hope that it will provide a lyrical delivery that penetrates right to the 
heart.

Featuring an analog power supply equipped with the newly-developed 
“Hibiki-ichi”

More than anything, high resolution audio is characterized by finely-detailed reproduction of the source signal, with 
broad-reaching sustain. S/N is a vital element in bringing out the potential in that signal to its maximum extent. Playback of 
high resolution audio files is accompanied by large-scale digital operations. On the X1 the network is completely separate 
from the digital code block, with digital operation noise shut out by sending the isolated signal to the D/A converter block.
Additionally, EMC coating has been applied to the inside of the chassis, reducing high-frequency noise still further in the 
interior. Furthermore, the power source has been placed in a completely separate chassis, blocking off all noise from the 
transformer, and making highly transparent playback possible.

Thorough measures to prevent noise

Digital audio devices directly link the quality of the sound to the quality of 
the clock that operates based on the master clock when converting digital 
data to analog form. On the RMP-X1, the master clock generated using a 
high-precision, ultra-low jitter TCXO (Temperature Compensated Crystal 
Oscillator) is sent as a differential signal, eliminating the effect of jitter and 
achieving extremely stable quality.

A jitter-free clock
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SPEC CORPORATION
4th FL. NIHOMBASHI NAKAYA BUILDING, 12-12 NIHOMBASHIKOBUNA-CHO, 

TEL   +81-3-3660-0303 /  FAX  +81-3-3660-0333
CHUO-KU, TOKYO 103-0024, JAPAN

URL  spec-corp.co.jp

E-mail   info-ex@spec-corp.co.jp 

ESS’ s ES9018S D/A, renowned for their high performance are used 
independently on the left and right channels. They ensure that this 
device is completely synchronized with the input signal, producing a 
highly-pure analog signal. Adjusting the sound quality elements 
produces a “SPEC sound.”

D/A converters using independent ES9018S on the left and right channels

AIFF, WAV, FLAC, Apple Lossless (352.8 kHz, 384 kHz can only be 
played back in non-compressed form)
DSD: 2.8 MHz, 5.6 MHz, 11.2 MHz 1 bit (def, diff )
Th i s  p ro d u c t  i s  co m p at i b l e  w i t h  g a p l e s s  p l ay b a c k  o f  a l l  
formats.(Gaps will be inserted between songs in different formats)

Compatible formats

Software updates over a LAN ensure that the RMP-X1 is always updat-
ed with the latest functionality and performance.
RMP-X3DEX continues to evolve even after the purchase.

Software update

The engineer who create the SPEC sound is himself a performer and cellist. He confirm the real sound with his own experi-
ences, based on the sweet resonance of the cello and the realistic presence of these instruments. The resonance and spatial 
expression of the piano, the velvety smooth highs of the violin, and the expressive mids of the oboe have all been con-
firmed against the standards of musician.
Enjoy lingering reverb, beautiful tone, and the delicate emotion that supports it all.

Real sound adjustment by engineer who is also a performer

 

Output RCA, XLR (2-hot, 3-cold)  1 system each   2 V RMS
Input LAN RJ45   1 system
Clock input BNC input  50 Ω  10 MHz

Power voltage 230 V  AC
Power consumption

Weight

45 W

9.5 kg

7.0 kg
260 mm (width) × 124.5 mm (height) × 372 mm (depth)  

Included items

Body unit

Power supply unit

Dedicated DC cord 1
Power cord 1

Operation manual 1

External dimensions

Weight
External dimensions

440 mm (width) × 124.5 mm (height) × 386 mm (depth)

*  Due to improvements the above specifications and external appearance may be changed without notice.

Specifications
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